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Introduction
In 2008, a group of businessmen, race car owners and drivers, sound sponsors, and many
volunteers, family members and organisations, came together to support a Track Day event.
The purpose was to provide an opportunity for Palliative Care Patients and their dear ones, to
enjoy a day out doing something very different. And different it was, whether it was riding in
a racing car or on a Harley Davidson, taking a trip in a helicopter, or experiencing the deepthroated roar inside a Mustang muscle car. The day was truly magical. This led the team of
organisers, to create an annual event. Spearheaded by Hospice Patient Programme leader, Viv
James, the event identified the extent of unfulfilled desires amongst those whose life
expectancy was limited.
Viv James left her position at Hospice in 2015 and founded the Race4Life Trust. formed to
grant wishes to all patients, with terminal illnesses over the age of 18. The aim of Race4Life
Trust, a registered not-for-profit (NFP) organisation based in Auckland New Zealand, is to
give those with life-limiting illnesses an opportunity to fulfil a special wish before they die.
Race4Life is the only registered charity in New Zealand that provides this specific service to
adult patients (18+).
A wish is a gift of hope and happiness at a time when patients need it the most. It can
dramatically lift the spirits of those with a terminal diagnosis, who can often feel isolated and
removed from society. Fulfilled wishes make a huge difference to the well-being of the wish
recipient, their loved ones, and the wider community. It brings people together, provides a
memorable experience to treasure and a chance to connect.
In 2015, Viv James singly granted 21 wishes from September through to December. By
2019, the service had grown considerably with a total of 142 wishes being granted throughout
the year. These wishes were facilitated by a full-time office of nine specialised staff, a
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dedicated Trust Board, and dozens of volunteers. From its humble beginnings in 2015,
Race4Life had developed a fluid and humanitarian business model for the delivery of the
Wish Service.
With the onset of Covid 19 in 2020, this small homegrown NFP experienced multiple
disruptions in funding and the ability to grant wishes to their fragile and immunecompromised patients. Central to the organisation, is the ability to bring patients, families,
and communities together creating magical moments that remain in the hearts of all
concerned. The very core of the organisation was compromised, and the Trust looked at new
ways they could support patients during periods it was unsafe to grant wishes. In the new
business environment.
Methodology and Structure
This research presents a thematic analysis of interviews and participant primary data that
report on the experiences, meanings, and realities in the wish-granting process (Braun &
Clarke, 2006). From primary data collected from business records, interviews,
reminiscences, and related narratives, we consider the Race4Life business model and
stakeholder impacts of the wish-granting process.
The organisation aims to deliver a humanitarian approach to the adult palliative care
condition and affects a wide range of individuals including the patients, their families, the
Race4Life team, volunteers, supporting businesses, and the community in which the wish is
granted. Many wishes create impacts beyond the patients, creating champions that the
organisation regularly receives support.
The wishes happen at various locations across New Zealand. Many of the most popular wish
locations are in the Auckland (New Zealand's largest city), and in New Zealand's major
tourist destinations, Bay of Plenty and Queenstown. The wishes granted, represent a variety
of types of activities. They are generally participatory events that have been categorised into
nine wish types: Race car events (Hop laps), meet a celebrity, luxury adventures, one-day
activities, festivals, family celebrations, weddings, birthdays, and entertainment.
This report outlines the growth of Race4Life, as an NFP organisation, by tracking patent
wishes 2015-2021, and comparing patients, wishes, locations, and supporting businesses. The
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report initially identified the rapid growth of the NFP from 2015 until the beginning of 2020
and the onset of the Covid19 pandemic. This data is then compared to the impact of Covid19
in 2020. The study then compares this to the service delivery and business position of the
organisation in mid-2021. This study considers the positive impacts on wish recipients, their
families, the host community stakeholders, and the current challenges facing a small NFP
team with limited human resources. The collection method of statistical data changed in 2020
as Race4Life moved patient data from paper to online collection methods. The use of
Monday.com software was a game-changer. The report recognises limitations in the accuracy
of data due to the nature of historical data and the inconsistencies of data record collection by
multiple and changing team members.
Wish Services 2015- 2020: Patient Profile Snapshot
The number of Race4Life patient requests for wishes and the delivery of wish services has
steadily grown since 2015. All patients, their families, and/or their caregivers can approach
Race4Life with their wish requests. Wishes are granted in various locations and those granted
are generally experiences with support from the hospitality and tourism sectors. Many of the
patients are suffering from various auto-immune conditions related to a variety of cancer
types as well as Motor Neurone Disease and other immune deficiency illnesses. The wish
events may involve travel and complex logistics for safe delivery.
As indicated in Figure 1, the requests for wishes have grown steadily over the six years 20152020, with 21 wishes granted in 2015 to the highest number of 142 wishes granted in 2019.
The number of wish requests nearly doubled in 2019, growing from 77 in 2018, to 142 in
2019. The number of wishes then dropped in 2020 due to the Covid 19 pandemic and
government restrictions.
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Figure 1. Number of Race4Life patient wishes granted by the year 2015-2020
With the rapid growth came the need for volunteer management, communication tools, and
staff training. Race4Life's fluid business model required project management tools for
collecting patient data, organising wishes, and communicating with the team. In late 2019,
all staff trained to use the digital platform, Monday.com, a project management software, that
creates a transparent interface for clear communication and the storage for patient records.
The Wish Coordinators in Auckland, prepare the itineraries and frequently look to volunteers
in different parts of New Zealand to help ensure a smooth delivery. Race4Life has volunteers
throughout New Zealand who can help facilitate wishes in different parts of the country.
Fundraising and loyal supporters provide a complex variety of resources required for wish
delivery. Depending on the wish, the number of service providers can vary. Hospitality and
tourism providers supply most resources through meals, accommodation, and activities
provided at tourist attractions.
The majority of Race4Life patients are under 65, although the patients range in age from 18
to those in their 90s. Many patients are young with children. Patients come from a range of
socio-economic and ethnically diverse backgrounds, which includes New Zealand's
population of Pacific Island and/or Māori heritage. For the lower economic patients, the
ability to travel to holiday destinations with their families may fulfil a lifetime dream. For
others, from more advantageous backgrounds, a rare opportunity to access the film industry
or meet the celebrity of their dreams, is a common request. Some wishes provide hospitality
for family festivities including celebrations of life, weddings, and birthdays.
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The patients identified in this study have a higher representation of women than the overall
population; 61% of the patients are female and 39% are male. New Zealand's overall
population has slightly more women than men. According to recent census figures 51%
identify as female and 49% male (StatsNZ, 2019). This is not an unusual gender difference in
palliative care patients. As found by (Saeed, et al., 2018, p.5-6), education did not appear to
be a factor, but women were more likely to prefer palliative care over men. The significant
gender difference found in their study could partially account for gender disparities in end-oflife care.
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Figure 2. The proportion of patients who reside in Auckland (population 1.6 million)
compared to other parts of New Zealand (total population 5 million).
Wishes are granted to patients across New Zealand. However, as Figure 2 indicates over the
years from 2015 through to 2020 more patients who live in the Auckland region have
accessed the service. Auckland is the largest city in New Zealand, with a population of 1.6
million. Approximately 30 percent of New Zealand's total population (5 million). reside in
the Auckland region. Most wishes granted take place in the Bay of Plenty, Auckland, and
Queenstown regions, all well-known destinations for hospitality and tourism experiences.
For the delivery of patient wishes, the Wish Team has built significant stakeholder
relationships with business partners and community champions. Transportation, costs
represent the highest expenses. For example, to deliver the 142 wishes in 2019, besides the
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Race4Life staff and volunteers, a host of service providers were required from the hospitality
and tourism sector. The 2019 service providers contributed 2462 meals, 872 volunteer hours,
644 nights of accommodation, and 73,690kms of travel (land, air, and sea).
Table 2. Overview of business sector service providers for activating wishes 2015-2020.
Business Service Providers
Accommodation

2015
2016
(n=21) (n=55)
4
43

2017
(n=70)
47

2018
(n=78)
46

2019
2020
(n=142) (n=79)
64
38

Activity

12

67

90

106

151

70

Beauty Therapy

0

10

24

15

6

8

Catering & Event Company

0

1

8

12

30

6

Dental work
Food contributor

2
0

0
2

2
9

2
12

0
19

0
9

Fuel & Groceries

2

9

39

11

12

0

Hospice
Liquor
Restaurants
Retail & flowers
Service & photography
Transport
Total Resources Provided

0
0
10
0
4
17
51

0
0
76
2
15
37
263

1
2
112
13
8
61
416

2
0
132
15
15
75
443

3
6
173
47
13
89
613

0
1
99
6
4
50
291

Table 2 identifies the number of times businesses of varying services were required to fulfil
wishes from 2015-2020. This table demonstrates how vital tourist activities, restaurants, and
transport sponsors are in the feasibility of wish delivery. Some businesses are represented
multiple times within the data, and they are considered 'champions' by Race4Life. Hotels and
restaurants with branches throughout the country, regularly contribute multiple times during
the year. Over the years, not all wishes granted have been able to be successfully delivered.
As the increase in wishes granted has grown, a larger percentage of wishes not able to happen
has also increased as indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the completion of patient wishes 2015-2020
Significantly, with the spike in the number of wishes granted in 2019 came restraints on
resources and the time available to process wishes before patients passed away. As noted in
Figure 3, in 2019 13%. of the total 142 patient wishes were not able to happen. In 2020, 28%
of the total 79 wishes were not able to happen. Of the 79 patients, 25 patients passed away
before their wishes were able to be completed and 7 wishes were deferred to 2021.
Unfortunately, 5 of these patients passed away before experiencing their wishes. This
significant finding is directly due to the impacts of Covid 19 and the government's response
to the pandemic.
NZ Government Covid19 Response and the Impact on Race4Life
By March 2020, the ability to grant wishes became a major concern due to Covid 19 global
pandemic. New Zealand responded with government legislation that included 'lockdowns'
that impacted the hospitality and tourism sectors that provide core funding to the
organisation. By March 19 the whole country went into a Level 4 lockdown and continues to
experience lockdowns at various levels as indicated in Table 3.
Table 3. Timeline of Covid 1919 Lockdowns across New Zealand.
Source: https://covid19.govt.nz/alert-levels-and-updates/about-the-alert-system/
Date
19 March 2020
21 March

Key Covid19 Event Restrictions
All indoor gatherings of more than 100 people are to be cancelled. Borders
close to all but New Zealand citizens and permanent residents.
The Prime Minister announced that New Zealand is at Alert Level 2
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23 March
25 March
27 April
13 May
8 June
12 August
30 August
31 September
7 October
14 February 2021
28 February
7 March
12 March
17 August
8 September

New Zealand moved to Alert Level 3
New Zealand moved to Alert Level 4, and the entire nation goes into selfisolation- State of National Emergency in force until 13 May
New Zealand moved to Alert Level 3
New Zealand moved to Alert Level 2
New Zealand moved to Alert Level 1
Auckland region moved to Alert Level 3 The rest of New Zealand moved to
Alert Level 2
Auckland moved to Alert Level 2 with extra restrictions on travel and
gatherings. The rest of New Zealand remained at Alert Level 2
All regions except Auckland moved to Alert Level 1
All of New Zealand at Alert Level 1
Auckland moved to Alert Level 2. The rest of New Zealand Alert Level 1
Auckland moved to Alert Level 3. The rest of New Zealand Alert Level 2
Auckland moved to Alert Level 2. The rest of New Zealand Alert Level 1
All of New Zealand at Alert Level 1
New Zealand moved to Alert Level 4, and the entire nation goes into selfisolation- State of National Emergency in force against the Delta variant.
Auckland remains Alert Level 4 The rest of New Zealand moved to Alert
Level 2 (as of 20/09/2021)

New Zealand experienced its first case of Covid19 in late February 2020. The government
responded quickly by limiting community gatherings and closing the borders to all those who
were not NZ citizens or permanent residents. A 4-tiered Alert Level system to help combat
Covid 19 was introduced and by the 21st of March New Zealand was in Level 2.
The 4-tiered Alert Level system is divided by the following criteria:
1) The highest Alert Level 4 — Lockdown when it is likely the disease is not contained
and is infecting the community.
2) Alert Level 3 — Restrict is applied when there is a high risk the disease is not
contained in the community.
3) Alert Level 2 — Reduce is applied when the disease is contained, but the risk of
community transmission remains.
4) Alert Level 1 — Prepare is applied when the disease is contained in New Zealand and
Covid 19 is uncontrolled overseas.
The lockdown restrictions affected the entire country and specifically the Tourism, Event,
and Hospitality sectors. This, in turn, affected the ability to deliver wishes and raised
concerns for the safety of vulnerable patients. Race4Life was unable to hold events or deliver
8

wishes at Alert Level 2 or above. During Covid 19 lockdowns, Monday.com allowed staff to
continue working efficiently from their homes across Auckland. The major impact on the
ability of the wish team to deliver wishes in 2020 is clear when comparing the growth of
wishes since 2015 and the significant drop of patient wishes processed in 2020 as previously
indicated in Figure 1.
Impact of Covid 19: 2019 and 2020 Comparisons
The continuous rollout of lockdowns over 2020 effectively meant that wishes were unable to
be completed due to the travel and gathering restrictions rules and patients passing away
before the wishes could be granted. This accounted for no wishes granted in March, April,
May, and September, as indicated in Figure 4. Several wishes were deferred to 2021. The
inability to complete events in lockdowns and gain required sponsorships support for the
delivery within the time restrictions, led to a significant rise in the number of patients passing
away before their wish could be completed as indicated in Table 3.
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Figure 4. Wishes granted per month 2019 and 2020
During 2020, Race4Life experienced the highest number of clients pass away before their
wishes could be granted as indicated in Figure 5. Of the 78 patients applying for wishes, 28
passed away before their wish could be granted. Of the 47 female patients applying for
wishes, 19 passed away before receiving their wishes, or approximately 40%. In comparison,
31 male patients applied for wishes, 9 of which passed away, approximately 29%. These
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percentages are significantly higher than in previous years and can be noted as in direct
relationship to the impact the Covid19 pandemic has had on Race4Life business.
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Figure 5. Comparison of wish completion rates 2019 and 2020
In 2020, the team processed 79 wish requests but were only able to successfully deliver 49
wishes. The most popular wish types are luxury adventures and small one-day activities with
family and loved ones as indicated in Table 2. Luxury adventures require complex travel
arrangements, multiple sponsors, and large budgets. In 2020, 28% of wishes were not able to
be completed compared to 13% in 2019. Reasons for wishes not being completed are due to
patients passing away, lockdowns, and travel restrictions.
Table 4. Comparison of 12 wish types and percentage of delivery rates 2019 and 2020
Wish Types

2019

2020

Product

5%

1%

Hotlaps

1%

1%

Meet a celebrity

1%

1%

Celebration of Life

3%

1%

Luxury adventure (multiple days)

30%

10%

Small activities (one day)

16%

23%

Festival (large, cultural, food, wine)

1%

0%

Family celebration day

1%

0%

Wedding

3%

0%
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Birthday

3%

1%

Ticketed Events

3%

0%

Did not happen

13%

28%

Total wishes
142
79
The impact of Covid 19 lockdowns on wish delivery in 2020 resulted in an increase in small
activities (one day) from 16% in 2019 to 23% and luxury adventures decreasing from 30% in
2019 to 10%. as identified in Table 4. The Race4Life team experienced staff loss due to
insufficient funds to maintain staff numbers upon the arrival of Covid 19. The management
of the wish delivery increasingly placed stress on the remaining staff members and relied on
volunteers to keep the Trust alive. Alternatives were found to defray expenses. For example,
for the increased number of small activities, volunteer drivers were used as an alternative to
the expense of taxi companies. The number of patient deaths and the inability to deliver
wishes, resulted in Race4Life looking for further support from supermarket outlets to provide
food to family/ whānau (extended family). This gesture portrayed the fact the organisation
cared about their community. The Race4Life team found this vehicle of providing baskets of
groceries, a practical way of helping families throughout the nation.
Foodstuffs that own the bulk of New Zealand supermarkets, provided great support in not
only providing food parcels for families during lockdowns, but they also helped deliver these
packages to patient's front doors throughout the country, on behalf of the Trust. The outcome
of this meaningful relationship that grew between Race4Life and Foodstuffs from this
experience, resulted from Foodstuff's commitment as one of Race4Life's 2021 major
sponsors.
Travel has been identified as a major resource requirement for the fulfilment of wishes.
Figure 6 compares transport requirements in 2019 and 2020 and identifies that air flights are
a significant expense. Travel has been divided into two categories: activities (tour boats, hot
laps, scenic flights, helicopter activities, rail adventures) and transport (ferries, taxies,
mobility transport, car dealerships, airlines, and rental car companies).
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Transport Requirements 2019 and 2020
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Figure 6. Transport requirement comparison between2019 and 2020 indicates the range of
stakeholders required to deliver wishes.
Wishes requiring tour boats, rail adventures, car dealers, and rental car companies have
proportionally dropped in numbers in 2020. Airline ticket purchases increased in 2020 as
wishes were able to be granted when the country dropped back to Alert Level 1 in June and
July and again in October. Popular wishes include airplane trips to Queenstown and the
Trans-Alpine train experience. Delivering the luxury adventure wishes requires multiple
resources, taxis, airfares, train travel alongside hospitality and accommodation expenses.

Figure 7. Give A Little page: https://givealittle.co.nz/cause/the-wish-experience
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As business sponsorship is central to the delivery of wishes, the impact of Covid 19 on
business profits, specifically in hospitality and tourism, and impacting dramatically on the
transport sector, the Trust has had to seek alternative fundraising strategies appealing to a
wider public. To assist with travel expenses, Give A Little fundraising page (figure 7) were
created to receive donations and raise the profile of the trust on social media platforms. This
was considered imperative as many of the existing fundraising methods were no longer
feasible.
Fundraising Events: Track Day, Targa, and Long Lunch
Central to Race4Life 's financial model are three main annual fundraising events that serve to
support the Wish Service; Track Day (racetracks), Targa (car rally), and The Long Lunch
(hospitality). In keeping with the enthusiastic motorsport stakeholders, Waikato, and
Southland host racetracks, and are home to the motorsport communities that support
Race4Life's annual Track Day events.
Track Day
From the beginning, the Track Day events have highlighted the fact that so many patients
desire to experience something special before they die. As noted by Viv James "So in truth,
Track Day became the catalyst for fundraising initiates to support Race4Life’s Wish
Service". The Race4Life Track Day is a sporting community event that is looked forward to
by the participating palliative care patients, the venue, volunteers, and all those who
contribute. The Race4Life Track Day has a far-reaching positive impact on the patients, their
families, and the stakeholders that generously contribute to the events and the successful
outcomes. Before the establishment of the Race4Life Track Day, Viv James had worked with
many businessmen in the motorsport world. While working for Hospice in 2008, she
convened with these motorsport enthusiasts creating an annual event she called Track Day.
The purpose was to provide an opportunity for Palliative Care Patients and their dear ones, to
enjoy an exhilarating day.
Held at Hampton Downs Raceway in the Waikato, the event provided high octane rides for
patients, including all means of vehicles, race cars, luxury, and classic cars, trucks,
motorbikes, and a helicopter. Viv James took this event with her upon the establishment of
the Race4Life Trust in 2015. By this time, Track Day was an occasion that involved over 80
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Patients and 400 volunteers, who worked through the day so that all the needs of the patients
and their families were catered for.
Table4. Stakeholder participation growth at Race4Life Track Day at Hampton Downs Motor
Sport Park in Pukekohe 2008 and the impact of Covid 19 on the event.
Race4Life Track Day Hampton Downs Motor Sport Park
2008

2019

Participating Patients

17

Activities on the day

1

Sponsors/supporter/
volunteers numbers

25

Expenses covered by
donations

Patients' home location

2020
80

Cancelled
due to Covid
19
6 lockdowns

2021
85
8

400

400

$1,500

$35,000

$33,000

Auckland

Wellsford to
Taupo
(340 kms)

Kaikohe to
Napier
(643kms)

The annual Race4Life Track Day at Hampton Downs was cancelled for the first time in 2020,
due to Covid 19 lockdowns. However, with the loosening of Alert Levels, the 2021 Track
Day was a success attracting over 85 Patients and 400 Volunteers. The 2021 event was
delivered with a smaller budget than 2019 and attracted 5 more patients from greater
distances, as noted in Table 4. Track Day at Hampton Downs is expected to continue as an
annual event. The event and raises $35,000 for the Trust's Wish Service.
With the success of Track Day, Race4Life decided to create a similar event on the South
Island. In February 2019, Teretonga Raceway in Invercargill, hosted the inaugural Track Day
Southland. The event provided an opportunity for patients, in the southern part of New
Zealand, to experience the exhilarating flavour of this stunning event. Unfortunately, the
planned South Island Track Day 2021, was cancelled due to Covid 19 lockdown restrictions.
14

Targa
Heralded as New Zealand's 'Ultimate Road Race', Targa is an annual international two-day
car rally that has been held in different areas of New Zealand since 1995. In 2018 the
management approached Race4life with a suggestion to have Race4Life as their chosen
charity, at their three annual events. This offer involved a 4-year partnership. Race4Life
generates funds at the Targa event to help support the granting of wishes in a variety of ways;
car stickers for drivers to put on their cars, a raffle, and auction prizes. The Trust keeps
visible by sending a team to these rallies, for each event. Each morning of the Rally, the team
greets all the cars with water and lollies and runs a free BBQ at lunchtime, when possible.
In 2020, Covid 19 continually intervened with plans. Fortunately, the Targa event in Hawkes
Bay was successfully postponed from May until July. However, the October event in
Northland and Auckland was cancelled due to another Covid 19 outbreak. This cancellation
along with other planned fundraisers was caused by the lockdown restrictions, impacting the
Trust's annual wish-granting income. It was fortuitous in 2021, that the Targa events were
able to go ahead, with the May event in Rotorua attracting over 100 race drivers. The Trust
raised over $23,000, at the May Targa event, enough to support the wishes of at least 23
patients. At the time of writing this report, the plans for the October 2021 Targa are currently
on course, a hopeful lifeline for Race4Life Wish Service funding.
The Long Lunch
The Long Lunch supports Race4Life through the Hospitality industry, which contributes to
the successful delivery of wishes. Long Lunch for a Good Cause, as it is known, is an event
that offers an eight-course degustation lunch with all profits going to charity. As the chosen
charity, the Trust received substantial funding to support the Wish Service and to promote the
profile of the organisation across the Auckland business community. The Trust introduced
high-end raffle prizes and five-star auction items to the event adding to the lunch profits. In
doing so, the organisation received a total of $90,000 in 2018 and $88,000 in 2019. Such
lucrative events for charities became very difficult to produce in the subsequent years due to
the unpredictable nature of holding events during the unpredictable Covid 19 lockdowns.
The cancellation of Track Day, Targa, and The Long Lunch, Race4Life's three annual major
fundraising events, has created major consequences on the delivery of the Wish Service. Not
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only were any profits from the events lost but also the ability to gain sponsorship and
donations due to the wider financial hardships across the business sectors. To address some
of the business challenges, Race4Life Trust appointed a fundraiser specialist to create a plan
for moving the Trust into a forward-looking and sustainable business model.
The Trust has created a sound monthly wish delivery model but feels that to move into the
future it is important to reflect on areas to be improved, providing the best options for
growth, and raising revenue. Auctions, online and on-site fundraising events, grants, and
corporate sponsorships underlie the current business model. Underlying Race4Life's fluid
business philosophy is: Allow for change as we proceed! This fluid model has allowed the
business to grow but upon reflection, the Trust has identified that the business was lacking a
clear strategic fundraising plan with benchmarks that are easily tracked and updated at
monthly meetings.
Granting Wishes and Significance of Queenstown
Despite the impacts of Covid 19 in the hospitality business sector, loyal Race4Life supporters
have continued to contribute to the fulfilment of wishes. This has been particularly true in
Queenstown, a tourist hub that has been significantly affected by the border closure and loss
of international and domestic tourist revenue.
Queenstown, before Covid 19 was a buzzing tourist spot that attracted people throughout the
world. The stunning scenery had tourists visiting this region and spending a total of $250
million per month, any given time of the year. The dynamic in Queenstown is unique with a
young population from all over the world employed in the hospitality and tourism industries.
Many Race4Life patients are young and have young families. Those serving/attending to the
patients' needs while participating in the delivery of wish experience are forced to consider
their mortality. Such encounters can greatly impact those participating in the wish delivery.
As noted by Viv James, "The young international workforce reflect on their situations,
develop empathy and become more aware of the kindness needed in communities to connect
people. The Christian adage: ‘It is in giving we receive’ takes on a whole new meaning for
them".
Queenstown with only 16,000 permanent residents has been hit hard by Covid 19 and is
currently a sad reflection of its former self. The short-lived opening of the lockdown 'bubble'
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to include Australian tourists, was slowly bringing the region back to life, until New Zealand
had its first Covid 19 Delta Variant cases, closing the borders to the outside world. Race4Life
continues to send patients to Queenstown and has received generous support from the local
businesses despite their hardships.
With the easing of lockdown restrictions in May 2021, Race4Life was able to send three
patients with their families to Queenstown in May 2021. Additionally, the Wish waiting list
continues to grow for travel all over New Zealand. This creates large financial stress as the
greatest expense for the delivery of Wishes is transport. Air New Zealand, the major air travel
provider for New Zealand, has also been affected by lockdowns and is no longer in the
position to help deliver patient wishes, as before the Covid 19 pandemic.
Reflections: Stakeholders Engagement and Loyalty/Patterns
Race4Life Trust receives support from many different types of stakeholders. First and
foremost, the Trust has 'foundation' supporters who have been champions from the start and
continue to be loyal to the cause who have historically come from the motorsport industry.
This is reflected in the monumental support for the annual Track Day at Hampton Downs that
requires over 50 event stakeholders to run successfully. What can be referred to as 'The
Trust's X Factor', comes from its inception and the established relationships connected with
the motorsport industry, Track Days, and related principal supporters.
For Race4Life, a typical sponsorship relationship tends to start in small ways reflecting the
'homegrown' nature of the organisation. Sponsorship interests have grown with the nurturing
of relationships, attention to good communication, and a consistent demonstration of
gratitude. In the words of Viv James, "Race4Life Track Day is considered the day of a
Million smiles. This is acknowledged throughout the day and those who give so much of
their time are reminded often that 'In giving we receive'. This is truly a notion that is alive
and thriving on these special days".
The Trust also has loyal stakeholders that support Race4Life Wish Services from across the
business sector as noted in Table 2. However, major Race4Life sponsorship support from
those associated with Motorsport comes in many forms. Carters Tyres is a major sponsor for
Track Days contributing a V8 racing car, motorbikes and donating the track hire ($5,000) for
the event. Carters Tyres has proceeded further to sponsor a monthly wish to the value of
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$1000. Foodstuffs began their Race4Life support as motorsport enthusiasts by annually
sending a team of volunteers to Track Day. More recently Foodstuffs began providing gift
vouchers for all event days and to supply food for the Race4Life Team during Targa
fundraising events. Additionally, Foodstuff provides the provisions included in pampering
packages for patients and monthly sponsorship for families to receive a food basket to
complement the total wish package.
Race4Life has taken further steps to maintain economic sustainability and a compassionate
business model that focuses on:
Gratitude
Communication
Events
Connection
Race4Life recognises that to expand community support there needs to be initiatives to attract
supporters beyond the motor sport industry. In 2021, the Trust Board re-visited the branding
of the Trust, which to date had centred around Motorsport. The Trust Board identified that
the close association with Motorsport may not have mass appeal and might be limiting the
growth of sponsorship opportunities. To expand the organisation's appeal, the Trust has
launched a social media marketing campaign that promotes Wish Stories and their impact on
patient's families and communities.
The use of social media has added impact value. The organisation values networking as very
important at a genuine and authentic level (Allen et al, 2021). An example of the Trust's
commitment to stakeholder relationships and genuine communication can be seen in the
following letter sent to service providers in the wake of the Covid crisis in 2020.

Dear Service Provider,
In light of the present climate, Race4Life would like to take the time to acknowledge your loyalty
and support for our work and to recognise the difficulties you must be experiencing.
These unprecedented times leave us all standing in the unknown. If the rest of humanity, were to
express the kindness you have shown for our work in the past, the world is in safe hands.
Race4Life find ourselves in unknown waters. All our patients are immune compromised so our Wish
Service, in whatever form it takes going forward, will only be available to patients at ALERT LEVEL 1
(provided MOH advice is consistent with this).
Meantime our hands are tied. Our hearts go out to our 30 patients, whose wishes have been
postponed. Their struggle is huge. Not only do they have to deal with their imminent death, but due
to their lower socio economic status, have to face the financial challenge of trying to make ends
meet.
It has been a long haul, this last five weeks and so devastating for the Tourist and Hospitality sectors.
Our thoughts are with you all: your staff and your families. I am sure that as resilient New Zealanders
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To move forward the Trust firmly believes that people want to be a part of a community. It is
the people's involvement with the community that makes a difference to the world. It is
important to relay the impact and show gratitude at all levels. Viv James believes this
philosophical stance embraces a common element of loyalty and feel good. The loyalty
displayed at Race4Life events is replicated repeatedly by service providers nationwide, in
their response to the Wish Service.
As noted in Figure 5 there was a large percentage of patients who were unable to experience
their wishes due to Alert Level travel restrictions and their fragile immune systems. Many
passed away before their wishes were realized. From January 2021 through to July 2021
Race4Life had fulfilled the wishes of 60 patients. As of July 2021, the Wish team was
working on an additional 15 wishes and keeping track of over 30 patients on the waiting list.
Just when the Wish team thought they were on track, on August 17 the entire country was
again put into Level 4 lockdown. The current statistics show from 1 September of the 60
patients, 33% had passed away before enjoying their wish with their loved ones.
With 2021 has come restrictions in granting wishes due to the lack of funds and resources
that is being experienced across the charity sector. Patients on the waiting list are passing
away before the Wish Team can raise the funds and resources required to fulfil their dreams.
Covid 19 and the new Delta variant have been directly responsible for multiple challenges for
the organisation.
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Concluding Remarks
The findings of this study have benefited Race4Life in multiple ways. The clear statistics
have assisted with applying for grant funding and supporter appeals. The Trust has been able
to identify repeat service providers who are champions for the organisation nationwide. A
Facebook campaign initiative regularly shares wish experiences and provides testimonials
from families and patients on the positive experience the wish has brought to their lives.
Race4Life has learned some important lessons while gathering data for this study that may be
helpful for other organisations. We found that firm guidelines need to be given to personnel
who are engaged in the task of gathering data. Unless frequent meetings between the
researchers and the data collectors are in place, it is easy for data gatherers to miss important
data to record and thus compromise the analysis process. Data gatherers must be able to
follow clear instructions, understand the statistical analysis, methodology, and be willing to
communicate with those spearheading the study.
The Trust's introduction of the digital customer relationship management application
Monday.com, has assisted in rationalising patient data, consistent data, and transparent
management across the Race4Life team. The experience of finishing the 2021 gathering of
data was significantly easier with the entire Race4Life staff communicating through the new
software system. New personnel joining the research project made significant changes to the
team dynamic allowing the project to run more smoothly. As this report took shape, it also
became easier to give clear instructions and engage in regular communication encouraging
the team to achieve common goals.
The Trust Board's current priorities are focussed on new strategic fundraising platforms that
will be available in future reports. Currently, the Trust has the challenge of replacing the
Founder and CEO who has shared her vision and expertise, over the past six years as a
volunteer. The challenge will be raising $100,000 per annum to fill the position with an NFP
professional.
It was our intention in this study to gain a deep understanding of the work Race4Life Trust
delivers from a viewpoint of human interaction and compassionate business models. Pure
magic is created by bringing kindness to those in need. As noted by Gilbert (2021), one of
the challenges of creating a more compassionate society, is to find ways to create the social
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and economic conditions that regulate, control, and hold strategies, to promote the care and
sharing between individuals. What underlies the success of Race4Life and the effectiveness
of the delivery of wishes, is the humanity that draws people and communities to behave in
such compassionate ways.
.
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